
Jura Ena Micro series Brew group Refurbish Guide

Safety notice
Before you begin, please read the instructions carefully and completely. Before opening 
the device, unplug the power cord and make sure that the device is disconnected

Disclaimer
We do not accept any liability for inexperience or error/ommission made during the 
repairs.

We have posted several Video guides on You tube. You can take advantage to fix 
the machines yourself.
This guide starts after the Brew group has been removed out of the mahcine.

Tip 
Work on the machine with safeguards. Unplug machine from electric outlet. Turn On-Off switch off. 
Place mahcine on a firm support in a well lighted aarea. Do not allow children in the room.

Services Unlimited, Inc./ Parts Guru 
209 Walnut street, Lansdale, PA 19446 

215-361-7000 - email: sales@partsguru.com
Online store: www.shop.partsguru.com

http://www.jura-ersatzteile-shop.de/


1.

2.
Assuming that the brewing unit is in "Home Position", that is, the brewing cylinder is at 
the    bottom of ground coffee inlet, the piston is down => the gear shaft to the right 
(red arrow), so that the brewing cylinder pivots to the left (yellow arrow).

When a clack is heard, then turn the gear shaft in the other direction. The brewing 
piston now moves upwards and the brewing cylinder swings back to the right when the 
brewing cylinder seals from the coffee powder inlet in about half to two-thirds.

Pre-ground coffee inlet

ground coffee intake cup with 
piston lowest level (Home 
position)

Guide with splined shaft
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3. First, remove the coffee scraper, use your fingertip or a tool in the upper opening
and lift the center tab. The tip then pull away from the brew group; press and slide
the whole thing down.

4. On the front and back of the guide with toothed shaft, remove the Torx screws.

Coffee scraper

removing coffee scraper

Coffee scraper

Torx Screws

Toothed guide
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5. There are inside notched locks under the lower side covers. To remove side cover
(notched lock locations and shown in color). We start with the side cover of the gear
shaft opposite or the corresponding "white" lock, this is tucked away in a depression and
can be seen only in good light or possibly be seen with a flashlight => Place the infuser as
shown above on the table and insert a small screwdriver into the recess, to unhook the
white lock underneath. The remaining locks can be released with pull by the fingers in the
direction of the black arrows. First under the "red" and then "yellow" lock to the side
key . Then take the brew group in the hand, turn slightly to the side and pull the "blue"
fastening. The side cover can now be removed. Under the underlying control plate are
metal rings. (Do not lose these, as with slight carelessness these may fall & roll away.
These rings are important and are not sold separately.

hidden white 
detents

 coffee powder inlet closed 
by brewing cylinder 1/2 to 
2/3, piston open

Side cover

view from underside
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6. The control panel can be unhinged, to tip slightly press the panel inward and get fold
down. Remove the control panel and remove the underlying metal ring, if it is not
already fallen out.

7. On the opposite side of the brew group is the splined shaft. Move splined shaft slightly
up so that the side cover on this side is removed in the same way as it was removed on
the other side. (steps detailed in step 5)

 control panel

control panel

Metal ring 

splined shaft guide

Side cover
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8. Place the brew unit on the table.  Push the lead up and lift the control panel, so it has no
connection to the metal ring of the brewing cylinder. Now turn the splined shaft to the
left until the head including the guide can be removed (usually this is the case, when the
gear shaft can easily rotate) After that remove the metal ring from under the connecting
rod fork, and pull the drainage valve downwards.

9. Move the brewing cylinder or the connecting rod fork in the cam completely to the right
so that it is fixed.

control rod fork

control panel

Drainage valve

Metal ring 

control slide
d
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10. The connecting rod is held by 2 securing E-clip washers. For this purpose go with a
screwdriver blade in one of the wheel recesses and then pull the trigger to remove the
E-clip lock washer. The high mechanical stress can cause the E-clip easily jump away far
and possibly also be lost. To avoid this keep the open hand in front or the disc with a
free finger secure something.

11. The steel rod shaft can now be pushed out on any one side. If the rod is too tight, it may
be hammered gently with a rubber malet. The drainage valve should be previously
reinstated and then removed.

Welle

connecting rod

E-clip fasteners

Brewing cylinder

connecting rod
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12. After the shaft has been removed slip connecting rod fork and brewing cylinder down, 
that (circled in red) then as far as goes it top of the connecting rod fork to the left and to 
the right, swing the bottom (circled in yellow). Remove the inner metal rings of the 
connecting rod fork, some of the brewing unit lift the arm to do this, each and let the 
drop out the metal ring, which pivot connecting rod fork keep to the left. Then the 
brewing unit as shown below in the hand,

Press with your thumb against the underside of the connecting rod fork and fingers 
against the stock cylinder, so that the piston is pressed out. For clarification, note also 
the images on the next page. 

Fork arm
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The piston can be squeezed out at another position and without prior removal of the 
inner metal rings, yet it is then less open and a fumbling with the piston. 

13. After the piston has been removed, the brewing cylinder can be pulled out of the
brewing unit or from the connecting rod. Afterwards, the connecting rod can be
removed. To do this, position the fork as shown in the figure on the right (from right
lower to upper left) and then press the upper free end through the opening (yellow star)
And can be pulled out between the two legs. For the sake of clarity, we have
reproduced this again in a horizontal position.

 Brewing cylinder

lower piston

Connecting 
rod fork

Brewing cylinder
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14. Now proceed to the guide with a toothed shaft, first remove the remaining 2. control
plate, press the plate upwards in the same way as in section 6., fold out slightly at the
bottom and then remove.
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15. Then place the whole piece on the table, pull out the hose on the upper side, unscrew
the 2 screws and remove the hose guide from the holder.

Now hold the hose guide upwards and remove the top cover, then take both sides 
apart and pull the connection nipple (red colored) out of the brewing piston.

Silicone tube

Silicone tube support

 Screws

silicone tube support

Cover

locking nipple
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Then hold the guide with a toothed shaft slightly at an angle, the metal plate slides 
out and the brewing piston and the gear wheel can be removed. Remember the place 
& position of this plate for correct replacement.

16. The riser can be removed from the brewing flask by simply pulling it towards the
brewing piston center (yellow arrow) and unlocking it, then pulling it out.

The crema valve, consisting of a rubber plug and a pressure spring - simply pull out, if 
it is not stuck in the brewing cylinder, then pull the stopper out of the brewing cylinder.

locking nipple

cover

Silicone tube guide

Metal plate 

Gear

Riser tube Upper piston body

View from top

Spring & rubber plugCrema valve
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17. Remove the screw from the tip of the brewing plunger and the small plunger, remove
the screen and remove the O-ring.

The brewing unit is now completely disassembled, corresponding seals and / or
individual parts can be replaced as needed. It is also recommended that all parts be
thoroughly cleaned using a warm detergent solution and rinse brush. Allow the parts to
dry well or dry after rinsing!

For assembly, simply follow the instructions backwards.

-Add new O-rings to the brewing flask and the small flask. The screen put on & fasten

-The cremaventil (pressure spring and rubber plugs) if assemble together into the tip,
Insert the riser, with the crema tip, into the receptacle on the brewing plunger and lock
the nose of the riser in the opening on the brewing plunger.

Main piston

Screw

Filter screen

O-Ring

Filter screen

Lower  piston

Screw

Screen

Nase Steigrohr 
Öffnung Brühkolben 
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-Insert the toothed wheel with the shoulder into the corresponding recess of the guide
Then place the brewing flask on the table (pay attention to the position of the standpipe)
and place the guide over it. Observe the metal plate (looking at the position of the holes
and the indentation) at the side through the front bracket of the gear holder, through the
brewing piston and then into the rear bracket.

The top cover, including the hose and the hose guide, must first be plugged into the tubing
of the brewing piston. Then fit the cover, then install the hose guide and tighten with the
two M 4 x 35 threaded screws (do not squeeze the hose) Finally insert the free tube end
into the opening of the hose guide.

Gear

Gear mount

! 
crema valve housing

! 

! 

Metal plate 

Metal plate 

support slots

Brew piston
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Turn the whole thing upside down and let the tooth shaft hang down. 
Place the control plate (marked L) with the short side into the receptacle, where the metal 
plate is already located and then push the long side downwards.

-Insert the connecting rod as shown between the two legs of the basic body,
and then pull it backwards so that the arm can snap upwards, also note the pictures on the
next page. When inserting the connecting rod, pay particular attention to the circled
corner, it must be "down", so that the fork is inserted correctly.

L! 

Control plate links

Mountin metal/ 
plate control ! 

short page

Guide with        Tooth 
wave tooth        wave
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After positioning the connecting rod, position it so that the "corner" of the connecting rod 
is located in the recess of the brewing unit (red circle) and the tip points towards the 
opposite "window corner" (yellow circle). On the opposite top / front, pull the "corner" of 
the connecting rod in the direction of the "recess" (blue circle) so that the tip can snap up 
in the window corner (green circle).

Apply very thin layer of food grade lube on the inside of piston slide and the gasket on lower 
piston gasket

Brewing cylinder

Wet inside with 
food grade lube Lower piston

O-Ring
Apply food 
grade lube
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Take the basic body into your hand and observe the brewing cylinder - the orientation of 
the different bevels! - Fully insert into the connecting rod.

Insert the small piston into the brewing cylinder or the connecting rod - pay attention to 
the orientation of the spigot! - and push the piston slightly into the cylinder (the cylinder 
comes upwards). It is sufficient for the bead on the top of the piston to approximately 
terminate with the upper edge of the brewing cylinder. Turn the brewing cylinder a little 
clockwise so that the pin of the connecting rod can slip into the control curve. Push the 
connecting rod into the upper left corner of the control cam, align the receptacles of the 
brewing cylinder and the base body with each other and insert the shaft.

Bent incline

Straight incline

Brew cylinder

Brew cylinder

Connecting rod

Tap

Lower piston

Control curve

Spigot connecting rod

Zapfen Pleuelgabel 

Holding brewing 
cylinder / basic body
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On both sides, place the metal ring (colored red on the picture) in the control curve, 
slightly raise the connecting rod arm and push the ring underneath, so that the ring 
engages on the inner pin. Before the inserted shaft is fixed again with the safety washers, 
move the brewing cylinder or the connecting rod a few times through the control curve 
(green arrow line), but do not hook or clamp. Please note that the control curve must 
never be greased !!

- If the brewing cylinder can be moved well by the control curve, then insert the E-clips
into the respective groove of the shaft. Do not let e-clips be lost. Use a combination drill or 
other suitable tool to press into the groove without loosing the clips.

Metal ring 

Wave

Control curve

Locking E-clip
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Grease the guide groove of the control plate and the O-ring of the brewing piston with food 
grade lube.

Place the connecting rod into the upper right corner of the control cam so that it is fixed, 
insert one of the metal rings on the external pin of the connecting rod. Place the head of 
the brewing unit on the large thread (the guide must be at the top) and then turn the 
toothed wheel to the right, thereby moving the control plate downwards. Turn the 
toothed shaft until the pin (metal ring) of the connecting rod engages into the groove of 
the control plate. Insert the drainage valve into the brewing unit from the bottom as far as 
the stop, then clip the side cover, then slide the guide downwards.

O-Ring 
Apply little
food grade lube Grease guide groove

Metal ring 

guide

Control plate

Drainage valve
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On the other side, attach the last metal ring to the outer thread of the connecting rod, attach 
the control plate (make sure that the pin (metal ring) of the connecting rod engages in the 
control plate) and the side cover. -Insert the respective screw on the front and rear of the 
guide with the toothed shaft.

The mares of the pomace with the tip hang on the heel of the head, so the lower 
receptacle sits somewhat deeper than the corresponding tongues (red colored in the 
pictures) and can then be pushed in (blue stars). When the tongues are in the 
corresponding receptacles, simply push the whole thing upwards so that the tip of the 
pomace can snap into the upper receptacle.

Side cover

Guide

 scraper

Heel
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The brewing unit is now assembled so far, before we install it in the housing, but we are 
careful to carry out a manual operation again. If it should be jammed and hook the 
brewing unit may have to be disassembled and rebuilt again.

For "Probelauf" turn the toothed shaft to the right, the head and the "small piston" 
move downwards in the brewing cylinder, then the brewing cylinder pivots to the left and 
the brewing piston dips into the brewing cylinder. When the head is at the bottom of the 
guide, turn the toothed wheel to the left until the head is at the top of the guide, the 
brewing piston and the small piston move upwards, and the brewing cylinder then swings 
back to the right . Now turn the gear wheel clockwise until the small piston is at the 
bottom of the brewing cylinder and the brewing cylinder is centered under the coffee 
powder inlet. The basic position of the brewing unit has now been achieved, if everything 
has run smoothly, it can be installed again in the machine.

"lower piston"

Brew group Home 
position=ground 
coffee cup uncovered 
with Lower piston at 
its lowest, Brewing 
cylinder centered

Kopf oben Kopf unten 
Kopf Grund-
stellung 
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We have done our best to write step by step guide. There will still be some 
confusion about what we described & what is understood. This is simply because 
the design is too complicated to explain or understand. 

There is tremendous frustration because Jura policies do not extend any 
technical help. Jura parts are sold throughout Europe but not in USA. The 
American buying habits are exploited by Jura because Consumer Protection 
Agency in USA is quiet.  
We are unhappy with Jura Policies in USA and doing our best to help new buyers 
not buy Jura machines & fall into the Jura trap.

We are on a campaign for Jura policies awareness & urge you to 
join our efforts.

We have opened a page on Facebook (Use link below) to write your review 
and share comments to prevent innocent buyers from buying expensive 
Jura machines.   

https://www.facebook.com/guruschoice/  

Jura machines are made by Eugster & Frismag. sell expensive yet ineffective 
Clearyl filter cartridges. There are hundreds of machines returned by Box stores 
& Amazon. Instead of repairs, Jura tries to trade in returned machines 1800.00  

Services Unlimited, Inc./ Parts Guru
sales@partsguru.com   215-361-7000
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Jura machines are made by Eugster/Frismag AG. in Switzerland, Portugal & in 
China. Jura machines assembly has been moved from Swiss to Portugal. 
We at Parts Guru sell parts, repair or trade in Jura machines. 

Subscribe & watch the 'Do It Yourself' instructional videos on You Tube 
channel "Parts Guru USA" for opening the Jura C, E, F, J, S, Z, & ENA series & 
Saeco machines. Video guides show how to open-close machine, replace 
grinder, Brew group, tune up the machine & more!
Jura Water filters are Expensive & Ineffective. Calcium deposits are seen in 
every Jura machine opened for repairs.

Calcium deposits inside the machine cause the following problems:

1- Reduces flow of water with partial or total clogging; 2- Generate back
pressure; 3- reduce pump pressure; 4- reduce flow of coffee in the cup;
5- Re-direct water for coffee into the drain tray; 6- Display error sign
"Fill water tank"; 7- Errors paralyze the machine for expensive repairs.

 Descaling is best done manually every two or three months, without waiting 
for pre-programmed electronic reminders, based on number of coffees 
served and not based on Calcium contents in water in different locations. 
CLICK HERE to Order Best descaler (#DSC-6) &  descale manually every 
three months.

Jura does not sell parts. Majority of Jura owners are upset

all over the World. The feedback below describes it well:
 I am writing from Australia, as I own a Jura Impressa J5 machine that has 
split the reinforced silicone hose joining the check valve down the bottom of 
the machine to the thermoblock up the top right hand side of the machine. 
As you would know Jura won't help me at all (they helped empty AU $2000 
from my bank account when I purchased the machine), and won't even 
discuss alternate options other than sending the machine to them with $500 
so they can replace a $20 hose for me. Can you advise an alternate way of 
fixing it, as I can access silicone hose the same size, but cant find reinforced 
silicone that size anywhere in Australia. Look forward to your reply Regards, 
Graham.

We provide technical information via e-mails, over the phone & when 
possible with Video guides posted on our You tube channel -"Parts Guru 
USA". When repair option is not possible due to unavailable parts or 
prohibitive cost of repairs, we offer Trade-in option from our two exclusive 
models Gamea Revo or Saeco Royal One Touch automatic espresso 
machines, 10 times better than any Jura machine, & priced 3 to 5 times lower.  

https://www.youtube.com/user/PartsGuruUSA
https://www.youtube.com/user/PartsGuruUSA
http://www.shop.partsguru.com/DSC-6x2-Gurus-Choice-Best-Descaler-Economy-pack-DSC-6x2.htm


As Good As it Gets  - Dimensions: Deep 18" x Wide 11" x High 15"

Order one & UPGRADE your old & expensive to repair Jura, Breville, Gaggia 

Dimensions Royal O.T. - LxWxH= 18"x14.5"x15"

Call: 215-361-7000 or E-mail inquiries: sales@partsguru.com

Guru's Choice  Fully Automatic Espresso maker.

Click picture Gamea Black for details               Click picture Gamea Revo Silver 

GURU'S CHOICE GAMEA MAIN FEATURES 
1- Touch screen Technology to program & operate all functions. Buttons eliminated.
2- Solenoid valves dispense water & steam. Conventional water & steam valves eliminated.
3- Touch screen & function Icons eliminate knobs, On-Off switch & function buttons.
4- Brew group Easy access inside door for cleaning & maintenance. Unlike Jura machines.
5- Brew group water intake direct from Heat exchanger. Boiler valve eliminated.
6- Conical burr grinder feeds grinds direct into brew group. Doser & parts eliminated
7- 15 Bar Pump. Valve control extracts espresso at 9 Bar. Coffee dispensed direct into cup
8- Initial warm up in 1.5 minutes. Pre-brewing & start up Rinsing cycle for hotter coffee.
9- 60 minutes non-use shuts off water & steam boiler. Prevents internal parts damage.
10- Auto Frother & air-intake adjustment knob. Removable frother for Manual steaming.
11- Adjustable features: Coffee temperature 160F to 180F - Cup height 2.5" to 4.25" Coffee
water adjustable from 30-ml. (1-Oz.) to 240-mm (8 Oz.)

Gamea Revo

Gamea 
Revo has 
changed 
the way 
Classic 

espresso 
is made

ESC icon display during each function to stop or interrupt anytime. 

Exclusive & Best in USA - Gamea Revo & Royal One Touch or AuLika 120V

Super automatic espresso machine.   Click Picture for details 
1- Easy access Brew group - to clean & maintain -Unlike Jura
2- Easy to clean Removable Auto frother for steaming milk.
3- Display screen for Status & Programming functions.
4- Programmed drinks for One-step delivery: Espresso,
Americana, Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato at the push of
button.  Unlike Jura machines, Tech support & parts available.

CLICK HERE for Gamea Demo Video. Dimensions: LxWxH= 18"x13.5"x15"

http://www.shop.partsguru.com/Gamea-Revo-Silver-automatic-Compact-Espresso-maker-120V-Gamea-Revo-Silver.htm
http://www.shop.partsguru.com/Royal-One-Touch-Superautomatic-Cappuccino-machine-115V-HD8930.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPtny_7-CDI


A New Star is Born.
Aulika Top - One Touch High speed

Combines aesthetics & Professional performance for  Unrivalled performance
Clean, rational design & unparalleled technology riginal Saeco lineage - 

Plumb option, 4-Liter water tank; One Kilo beans container; 
Waste receptacles for 40-used coffee pucks & 1-Gallon drain tray. 

Double hydraulic circuit; two pumps; two Flowmeters & two boilers. Espresso dispensed in the 
cup immediately after steaming of Milk is complete (saves 20 seconds). 

Grinder with conical blades - (better than flat disc burrs) 
Perfect for families, Offices, Catering, Rentals for Weddings, 

Graduation & other celebrations, Corporate Dining, Hotel 
Conference event, Hotel Lobies, Meeting rooms,  & food service, 

Cafeteria & other locations. 
Be the First to Own AuLika Top - The Best in its Class

AuLika Top - To serve a wide range of coffee-based and fresh-milk-based 
beverages, as well as hot water and steam. The user friendly wide graphic 

display can manage both icons and text messages in several languages.

The interface is equipped with 8 direct selection keys that make 
the machine easy to use and program.    

For price & availability, email: sales@partsguru.com  - Phone 215-361-7000




